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Gaye Strathearn

8
Reading the Gospel of
Philip as a Temple Text

For many Latter-day Saints, their introduction to studies on Latter-day Saint ritual was
in reading the works of Hugh Nibley, who specifically focused on the rites of the temple.
Nibley was the first to point out the parallels between the religious behavior of earlier cultures, especially the ritual experiences of early Christianity, and our own. In this
paper, Gaye continues this tradition as she introduces us to the Gnostic text the Gospel
of Philip and points out intriguing similarities between this text and our own temple
experience. —DB

I

n November or December of 1945, two brothers stumbled upon a
cache of ancient texts in the Upper Egyptian region of Nag Hammadi.
The cache consisted of twelve codices and part of a thirteenth.1 Although
for a long time it did not receive the same amount of public press, this
discovery is as important to the study of Christian origins as the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls was to the study of Second Temple Judaism.
The library has often been categorized as a Christian Gnostic library,2
but there is still considerable debate about the Gnostic character of some
of the tractates.3 The term “Gnosticism” comes from a Greek word for
“knowledge” (gnōsis). It is an umbrella term that modern scholars use
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to describe a number of Christian groups that early Church Fathers
denounced as heretics.4 Although these groups each had their own
unique teachings, their shared common belief was that followers gained
redemption through the acquisition of knowledge, either a secret tradition passed down by the Apostles or from a revelation received by their
founder.5 In the Excerpts of Theodotus, an ancient Gnostic text preserved
by Clement of Alexandria, we find a definition of gnōsis: “knowledge of
who we were, and what we have become, where we were or where we were
placed, whither we hasten, from what we are redeemed, what birth is and
what rebirth” (78.2).6
One of the Gnostic groups was known as the Valentinians. They
received their name from their founder, Valentinus, who established an
influential school during the second century CE. According to Tertullian,
they required a minimum of five years of instruction before a person
could be initiated. The Valentinians sought to explain how (1) the divine
element in humans came to exist in a fallen and hostile world that was
ruled over by the Demiurge (i.e., the creator god) and his Archons (or
rulers), and (2) how humans can escape and return to the Pleroma, the
place where the Father dwells.7 With the discovery of the Nag Hammadi
library, a number of Valentinian texts became available for the first time
in the modern era. One of those texts is the third tractate in Codex 2,
known as the Gospel of Philip.

The Coherence of the Gospel of Philip
Even though it is called a Gospel, the Gospel of Philip is very different
from the four canonical Gospels in the New Testament. It certainly does
not contain the same narrative flow of the canonical Gospels. In 1959
a German scholar by the name of Hans Martin Schenke published the
first modern translation of it in German.8 Since that initial publication,
there has been an ongoing scholarly debate about the nature of its composition. On the one hand, we have Schenke, who divided it into 127
independent sayings and concluded that it is “a kind of florilegium (or an
anthology) of Gnostic sayings and thoughts.”9 On the other hand, some
scholars have also recognized that the Gospel of Philip does seem to have
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some organizational principles that govern it. For example, early on, both
Robert McLachlan Wilson and Jacques E. Ménard identified recurrent
themes and catchwords that seemed to connect the seemingly disparate
passages.10 This polarity of opinions is reflected in Robert Grant’s famous
description of the Gospel of Philip as “chaotic arrangement.”11 More
recently Martha Turner has argued for a more mediating assessment. She
concluded that the Gospel of Philip is a collection of study notes, taken
from a number of different sources as the compiler studied two questions:
“the origin and nature of evil in the world, and the nature of the highest
possibilities open to human beings.”12 She notes that ancient collections
did contain certain organizing principles that resulted from “its collector’s interests and choices of materials,”13 even though they were collected
from a number of different authors. However, she concludes that if there
was “no one author, and if the materials derive from multiple communities of faith, we cannot talk meaningfully of the document’s position, its
author’s beliefs, or its community’s practices.”14 In other words, she does
not understand the Gospel of Philip to reflect a single theological entity.
It seems to me, however, that there is another approach that we could
profitably take to understand the Gospel of Philip that has not as yet been
considered in the scholarly debate: that it functioned as a temple text.
John W. Welch has defined a temple text as one “that contains allusions
to the most sacred teachings and ordinances of the plan of salvation,
things that are not to be shared indiscriminately. In addition, temple
texts are often presented in or near a temple. They ordain or otherwise
convey divine powers through symbolic or ceremonial means, presented
together with commandments that are or will be received by sacred oaths
that allow the recipient to stand ritually in the presence of God.”15 While
there is no evidence that the Gospel of Philip was ever presented in or
near the temple, the Jerusalem temple does play a prominent role in the
text, and, as Turner noted, it is very interested in discussing “the nature of
the highest possibilities open to human beings,”16 which for Valentinians
meant a return to the Pleroma. In addition, the Gospel of Philip identifies five mysteries: “The lord did everything in a mystery, a baptism and
a chrism [anointing] and a eucharist and a redemption and the bridal
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chamber” (67.27–30).17 Walter Burkert defines mysteries as “initiation rituals of a voluntary, personal, and secret character that aimed at a change
of mind through experience with the sacred.”18
It appears that these five mysteries may have been the ritual means
whereby individual initiates could return to the Pleroma. Three of these
mysteries are familiar to ancient Christian practice: baptism, chrism
(anointing), and the Eucharist. The fourth and fifth mysteries, however,
have no counterpart, but their association with baptism, chrism, and the
Eucharist strongly suggest that they should also be understood as rituals
rather than as simple metaphors.19 Although we know very little about
how the Valentinians understood redemption and the bridal chamber,
we are told that redemption takes place in the bridal chamber (69.27–28).
An early Church Father, Irenaeus, indicates that the purpose of the
redemption was to make the individual invisible to the Archons so that
they could rise up and return to the Pleroma (Against Heresies 1.21.1).
Although he acknowledged that there is some variety in the way redemption was performed, he said that it consisted of some form of unction
and invocation.20 But it may also have been associated with some form of
robing ceremony.21 Either way, the purpose of redemption seems to have
been to ensure that the individual became invisible to the Archons and,
therefore, was not hindered from returning to the Pleroma.22
For Latter-day Saints, perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the
Gospel of Philip is its frequent mention of the bridal chamber.23 Irenaeus
described the Valentinian bridal chamber as “the conjugal unions on high”
(i.e., that take place in the Pleroma).24 The Gospel of Philip says that the
union produced in the bridal chamber is eternal (70.19–20) and associates the bridal chamber with the Holy of Holies in the temple (69.23–27).
Wilson describes the bridal chamber as “the central and deepest mystery”
of the Gospel of Philip.25 Yet readers must be cautioned that although the
Valentinians seem to have engaged in physical marriages,26 the sacramental bridal chamber in the Gospel of Philip seems to have involved an undefiled union between the individual and their angel (65.1–26; 81.34–82.7).27
Let us now look more carefully at the Gospel of Philip’s reference to
the Jerusalem temple. It is found in lines 69.14–70.4 and reads as follows:28
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There were three shrines29 of sacrifice in Jerusalem. The one
opens to the west [literally, the underworld] it is called “the holy.”
Another opens to the south it is called “the holy of the holy.” The
third which opens to the east it is called “the holy of the holies,”
the place where the high priest enters alone. Baptism is the house
which is holy. Redemption is the holy of the holy. The holy of the
holies is the bridal chamber.30 Baptism leads to resurrection and
redemption.31 For redemption [takes place] in the bridal chamber.32
The rest of the passage is heavily damaged, and so it is very difficult
to make much sense of what is going on, but its reference to the tearing
of the veil of the temple is significant.
But the bridal chamber is in that which is exalted above [. . .]33 you
will not find [. . .] those who pray [. . .] Jerusalem. [. . .] Jerusalem
who [. . .] Jerusalem those who look [. . .] these which are called
“the holy of the holies” [. . . the] veil was torn [. . .] bridal chamber
except the image [. . .] above. Because of this its veil was torn from
the top to the bottom. For it was appropriate for some from below
to go upward.
The section about the temple abruptly appears in the middle of a discussion
of the bridal chamber. According to Schenke, “The fact that the speech in
the Gospel of Philip addresses the topic of the Jerusalem temple is so unexpected that there is good reason to see this as breaking new ground.”34
We must assume that the original audience would have appreciated the
significance of the comparison. But what would the original audience have
gained from identifying the bridal chamber with the holy of the holies in
the Jerusalem temple? We can attempt to understand the answer to that
question only by understanding the role of temples in ancient societies.

Ritual and John Lundquist’s Typology of the Temple
For many ancient societies, temples were the center of the people’s way
of life. Geographically, they were often found at the very heart of the
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village or city, with all other buildings radiating outward from them,35
but sometimes their centrality had more to do with ideology or sociology
than geography.36 Although no two temples were exactly alike,37 John
Lundquist has developed a literary typology that highlights nineteen
features that stand at the foundation of temple worship in the ancient
world.38 In appealing to Lundquist’s typology to examine the Gospel of
Philip, I recognize that this is a literary typology. Nevertheless, Meike
Bal has provided the methodological background for applying a ritual
interpretation to a literary text. While a tradition of text-critical analysis
has provided numerous avenues for fruitful study of ancient texts, Bal
insists that we must examine not just what was written but how the texts
were received and used by their audiences. “The history of their reception
cannot be ignored, since it is with their subsequent reading traditions
that they have reached us; moreover, the key moments of that tradition
have to be explained.” Further, she argues, “These extra considerations
are needed because of the otherwise unbridgeable gap between context
and function of the texts in their past and the present use of them.”39
I argue that Lundquist’s typology will help us to understand how an audience could have understood ritual implications from the text. In this
paper I am suggesting that the Gospel of Philip may have functioned for
the Valentinians in a way similar to that in which the Homeric Hymn to
Demeter acted for the Eleusinian mysteries and the Golden Ass of Apuleus
acted for the Isiac and Osirian mysteries. These texts contained coded
language that would only have been fully appreciated by those initiated
into their respective communities. Their purpose was to change the way
the reader looked at reality. For a modern reader to recognize and appreciate the text, we must be able to identify its symbolism and understand
it within its ritual context.40 As William E. Paden has argued, “Whatever
else it is, the sacred is something acted out.”41
Bal has also argued that the “linguistic and cultural nature” of literature conveys a “mediating function between the individual and the social
motivations,” which “characterizes the ritual symbol as well.” While she
does not think that all literature is necessarily a form of ritual, she argues
that “the common aspects between ritual and a literary event, such as the
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use of condensed symbols, repetition, community, make for a relation
that allows us not to equate the two but to understand the one better
through the insight of the other.”42 Therefore, even though Lundquist’s
typology is a literary construct, I will use it to suggest the ritual implications that its audience may have recognized.

Lundquist’s Typology of the Temple and the Gospel of Philip
Of the nineteen temple features that Lundquist identifies in his typology, we find that thirteen of them are either implied specifically in the
temple passage or are important within the larger context of the Gospel of
Philip.43 Each of these features, I would argue, provides a unifying strand
running throughout the text which could be used to help the audience
“stand ritually in the presence of God.”44
First, “the temple is the architectural embodiment of the cosmic
mountain.” This cosmic mountain was often represented by “a natural
mountain that is transformed into the cosmic sphere.”45 By specifically
identifying the houses of sacrifice as being in Jerusalem, the author also
connected them with the concept of a mountain. Not only were Jerusalem
and its temple built upon a mountain but the temple was often associated with Mount Sinai.46 Devotees, therefore, left behind the world
and “ascended into the mountain [har] of the Lord” (Psalm 24:3; see
Isaiah 2:2–3; Micah 4:1). The journey of ascent is made explicit at the
end of our passage in the Gospel of Philip. We learn that once the veil of
the temple was torn, “it is appropriate for some from below to go upward.”
Richard Clifford defines the cosmic mountain as “a place set apart
because of a divine presence or activity which relates to the world of
man—ordering or stabilizing that world, acting upon it through natural
forces, the point where the earth touches the divine sphere.”47 In other
words, the temple acted as the axis mundi, providing a conduit that linked
the earth to the Valentinian Pleroma. One passage in the Gospel of Philip
specifically draws together the concept of mountains and revelation:
Jesus took them all by stealth, for he did not appear as he was,
but in the manner in which [they would] be able to see him. He
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appeared to [them all. He appeared] to the great as great. He
[appeared] to the small as small. He [appeared to the] angels as
an angel, and to men as a man. Because of this his word hid itself
from everyone. Some indeed saw him, thinking that they were
seeing themselves, but when he appeared to his disciples in glory
on the mount he was not small. He became great, but he made the
disciples great, that they might be able to see him in greatness.
(57.28–58.10)
This passage seems to be a reference to the events on the Mount of
Transfiguration, but, as Wilson notes, “a mountain is a common place
for revelations of the risen Christ in Gnostic documents.”48 The important point here is that many failed to understand who Jesus really was
because they were limited by their own experience: to the great he was
great, to the small he was small, to the angels he was an angel, and to
men he was a man. Their view and understanding of Jesus was limited
by their reality. But just as climbing a mountain can enable an individual
to gain greater perspective, in the temple setting of the mountain, Jesus
was able to transform his disciples and unshackle them from the limitations of their mortality so that they could gain perspective and see him
as he really was.
The second feature of the typology is closely related to the first: “The
cosmic mountain represents the primordial hillock, the place that first
emerged from the waters that covered the earth during the creative process.” Note how the following Midrashic passage connects the Jerusalem
temple with that creative process: “Just as a navel is set in the middle of a
person, so the land of Israel is the navel of the world. . . . Jerusalem is in the
center of the land of Israel; the sanctuary is in the center of Jerusalem; the
Temple building is in the center of the sanctuary; the ark is in the center
of the Temple building; and the foundation stone, out of which the world
was founded, is before the Temple building.”49
As the primal hillock, the temple represents the divine imposition of
order on the waters of chaos. In the Gospel of Philip there is a stark contrast between the sacred and the profane. It describes the world as a place
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that “fell into the hands of the robbers and was taken captive” (53.11–12).
It is the realm of error, where the unenlightened do not understand truth
(55.19–24; 56.15–21; 26–34). The primordial hillock in the Gospel of
Philip which brings order to disorder, truth and understanding to error
and deception, is the temple that encompasses the sacraments of salvation: baptism, redemption, and the bridal chamber. These sacraments,
associated with the three buildings of the temple, are what separate the
initiates from those that live in the profane world and enable them to “go
upward” (70.2–3).
Third, “the temple is associated with the tree of life.” According to
Lundquist, the tree of life was “an integral part of the ‘primordial landscape’” because it “grows up out of the primordial waters of the abyss, and
thus there is an intimate mythological and cultic connection between
the tree and the waters of life.”50 It is significant, however, that in many
Gnostic texts, the Genesis account of the tree of life and the tree of knowledge of good and evil in the Garden of Eden have been reworked. For
example, in the Apocryphon of John, it was the Archons who placed the
tree of life “in the midst of paradise.” As a result, “the root of this (tree)
is bitter and its branches are death, its shadow is hate and deception is in
its leaves, and its blossom is the ointment of evil, and its fruit is death and
desire is its seed, and it sprouts darkness.” Further, “the dwelling place of
those who taste from it is Hades and the darkness is their place of rest.” In
contrast, the tree of knowledge of good and evil is “the Epinoia of light,”
and it was the Lord who “brought about that [Adam and Eve] ate [it]” (Ap.
John 21.16–22.2).51
In the Gospel of Philip, however, the picture appears to be much
more in line with the traditional view of the tree of life. It contains two
passages that refer to it, the second of which is stronger than the first.
Unfortunately, the first is badly damaged. The tree of life is not specifically mentioned in the readable portions, but its presence can be assumed
from the first sentence and from the general sense of contrast with the
tree of knowledge of good and evil. “There are two trees growing in
Paradise. The one bears [animals], the other bears men. Adam [ate] from
the tree which bore animals (thērion). [He] became an animal, and he
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brought forth animals. For this reason the children of Adam worship
[animals]. The tree [. . .] fruit is [. . .] increased. [. . .] ate the [. . .] fruit of the
[. . .] bears men, [. . .] man. [. . .]” (71.22–34). It is interesting, though, that
in this passage the tree of knowledge is not described positively: eating
from it meant that Adam bore animals. In this passage the tree of life, if
I am reading the sense of the lacunae correctly, would have been positive:
eating it produces men in contrast to animals, although it is difficult to
know exactly what that might mean here.52
The second passage is undamaged. It follows a discussion of the
Resurrection and baptism; both of which, we are told, bring life. “Philip
the apostle said, ‘Joseph the carpenter planted a garden because he
needed wood for his trade. It was he who made the cross from the trees
which he planted. His own offspring hung on that which he planted. His
offspring was Jesus and the planting was the cross.’ But the tree of life is
in the middle of the garden. And it is from the olive tree that we get the
chrism, and from the chrism, the resurrection” (73.8–19).53 Our passage
is aware of the Jewish tradition that the tree of life was an olive tree.54
This tree is different from the other trees in the garden that surround
it. Whereas they brought death, the olive tree, or the tree of life, brings
the resurrection. The Gospel of Philip, therefore, views the tree of life in
a very positive light that is in keeping with the overall temple typology.
Fourth, “the temple is built on separate, sacral, set-apart space.” In
the Gospel of Philip this feature is most pronounced by the naming of the
three houses of sacrifice in Jerusalem as “the holy,” “the holy of the holy,”
and “the holy of the holies.” Such designations indicate the sacrality of
each of the buildings and fundamentally separates them from the surrounding space.55 The Gospel of Philip does not mention what initially set
these buildings apart as sacred space, but the tradition that the Jerusalem
temple was built upon the same place where Abraham bound Isaac to
offer him as a sacrifice and hence where the angel appeared to them was
well known and may have been assumed by the author.
Fifth, “the temple is oriented toward the four world regions or cardinal directions, and to various celestial bodies such as the polar star. As
such, it is, or can be, an astronomical observatory, the main purpose of
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which is to assist the temple priests in regulating the ritual calendar. The
earthly temple is also seen as a copy or counterpart of a heavenly model.”
That the Gospel of Philip understood that the temple was oriented toward
the four cardinal directions is seen in the very specific comments about
the directions towards which the three shrines of sacrifice opened. The
fact that only three of the four directions are mentioned is probably to
coincide with the tripartite nature of Near Eastern temples. Additionally,
it is very clear throughout the Gospel of Philip that the things of this
world are copies or images of their counterparts in the Pleroma, or the
heavenly realm. Earlier in the text, the bridal chamber, or the Holy of
Holies, is described as “the duplicate bridal chamber” (65.11–12),56 and
Wilson believes that we should therefore understand the bridal chamber
as a copy of the heavenly bridal chamber.57
Sixth, “temples in their architectonic orientation, express the idea of
a successive ascension toward heaven.” The very structure of the temple reinforced in the people’s minds that the temple was the means of
transcending this earthly existence. In other words, ancient temples, by
their architectural design, represented a journey from the profane to the
sacred. The tripartite nature of temples was often seen as representing
the world, the underworld, and the heavens.58 However, in Valentinian
Gnosticism, it would perhaps be more functional to understand the three
buildings as the world, the Ogdoad (or the middle place between earth
and the Pleroma), and the Pleroma. In ancient Jewish temples, the highest
level was represented by the Holy of Holies: the very name designated the
most sacred space. The Holy of Holies was the place of God’s throne. This
most sacred of all space was separated from the Holy Place by a veil. Only
the high priest passed through that veil, and he did it only once a year, on
the Day of Atonement (69.19–22).
In the Gospel of Philip we see the successive ascension through the
ritual assigned to each of the three buildings, starting with baptism and
culminating with the bridal chamber.59 It is significant that the Gospel
of Philip designates each of the three levels as buildings or shrines. This
designation emphasizes the architectural boundaries that separate the
different grades of sacrality.60 The fact that the bridal chamber is the
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culmination of this ascension is known from Mesopotamian sources,
where the bridal chamber is located at the top of the seven-staged ziggurat61 or is described as being at the top of a mountain.62 Unlike the
Israelite temple, however, this Gnostic idea of ascension is not available
only to the high priest. The fact that the veil, probably signifying ignorance, is torn in two means that there is no barrier between humanity
and deity if the former are willing to embark upon the journey. Later in
the Gospel of Philip, the author explicitly describes this process:
If some belong to the order of the priesthood they will be able to
go within the veil with the high priest. For this reason the veil
was not rent at the top only, since it would have been open only to
those above; nor was it rent at the bottom only, since it would have
been revealed only to those below. But it was rent from top to bottom. Those above opened to us the things below, in order that we
may go in to the secret of truth. This truly is what is held in high
regard, (and) what is strong! But we shall go in there by means of
lowly types and forms of weakness. They are lowly indeed when
compared with the perfect glory. There is glory which surpasses
glory. There is power which surpasses power. Therefore the perfect
things have opened to us, together with the hidden things of truth.
The holies of the holies were revealed, and the bridal chamber
invited us in. (85.1–21)
It is also important to note the sense, in both the temple pericope and
this text, that not everyone can participate in the glory and power of that
which was behind the veil. In 70.2–3 it is explicitly stated that it is only
fitting for “some [or certain people (hoeine)] from below to go upward.”
In Valentinian theology, a certain class of people known as the hylic
never get the chance to make the ascent into the Pleroma. The Gospel of
Philip characterizes this group as the animals, slaves, and defiled women
(69.1–4). The “some” probably refers to another group known as the psychics, who must make good choices before they are afforded the opportunity to enter the bridal chamber.
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Seventh, “the plan and measurements of the temple are revealed by
God to the king or prophet, and the plan must be carefully carried out.”
Speaking of the Jerusalem temple, the Wisdom of Solomon says, “You
have commanded me to build a temple in your holy mountain, and an
altar in the city of your dwelling, A copy of the holy tent which you
prepared from the beginning” (9.8).63 The Gospel of Philip does not mention any epiphany about the plan and measurements of the temple. Two
things, however, imply that the original readers would have assumed
such: the fact that it is the Jerusalem temple, and the fact that there is
a very strong theme recurring in the Gospel of Philip that the things of
this world are merely copies or images of the Pleromatic realm (65.24;
72.13–16).64 As we have already noted, the bridal chamber in 65.11–12 is
described as a duplicate. We can assume that if something is a duplicate,
then at some point someone must have seen what the original, Pleromatic
version was like.
Eighth, “inside the temple, images of deities as well as living kings,
temple priests, and worshippers are washed, anointed, clothed, fed,
enthroned, and symbolically initiated into the presence of deity, and thus
into eternal life. Further, New Year rites held in the temple include the
reading and dramatic portrayal of texts which recite a pre-earthly war in
heaven; a victory in that war by the forces of good, led by a chief deity; and
the creation and establishment of the cosmos, cities, temples, and the social
order. The sacred marriage is carried out at this time.” Our emphasis in this
discussion is on the experience of the temple worshipers. Schenke has suggested that the term baptism in lines 69.22–23 is a cover term that includes
chrism65 and that redemption in 69.23–24 is a cover term that includes the
Eucharist.66 Regardless of whether this is so, chrism and the Eucharist are
certainly important in the larger context of the Gospel of Philip. Along
with baptism, these two qualify as examples of the initiate being washed,
anointed, and fed. In addition, under this model, it is significant that this
temple passage is immediately followed by a discussion on being clothed
in the perfect light that is achieved “sacramentally in the union” (70.5–9).67
All of these rituals are just preparatory acts to prepare the initiate to enter
the presence of deity, which occurs in the Holy of Holies.68
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The second part of this point in the typology is a little more difficult
to connect with the Gospel of Philip. The Gospel of Philip does not contain
a detailed account of the cosmogonic myth like we find in Irenaeus or
in other Gnostic texts such as the Apocryphon of John or the Hypostasis
of the Archons. The myth, however, is clearly assumed by a number of
references. In the Valentinian story, it is not a war in heaven that is the
catalyst for the creation of the material world, but the fall of Sophia with
her subsequent creation of the Demiurge and his Archons. As a result of
her fall, Sophia is separated into two distinct but related beings. Irenaeus
identifies the two beings as the “first” or “upper” Sophia and the Sophia
“which they also term Achamoth” (Hebrew khokmah; Haer. 1.4.1). Here
we see a play on words where both the Greek sophia and the Hebrew
khokmah mean “wisdom.” The Gospel of Philip contains evidence that it
knows of Sophia’s fall and her two manifestations, although the terminology is slightly different from that used by Irenaeus. Here the name
of Achamoth is applied to both manifestations, “although with a difference of vocalization.”69 “Echamoth is one thing and Echmoth another.
Echamoth is Wisdom simply, but Echmoth is the Wisdom of death
which is the one which knows death, which is called ‘the little Wisdom’”
(60.10–15). In another place we are told that “Wisdom who is called ‘the
barren’” (a phrase which is equivalent to “little Wisdom”) is “the mother
of the angels” (63.30–32; see 59.30–32). Schenke has shown that these
angels must refer to the Demiurge and his Archons.70
The Demiurge wanted to create the “world imperishable and immortal,” but he failed. Thus “the world came about through a mistake”
(75.2–5). The Archons, also identified as robbers or powers (55.1; 59.19),
play a prominent role in the Gospel of Philip. We learn that they took the
world captive (53.11–12) and that they seek to deceive humans so that
they can “bind them to those that are not good” and make them “a slave
. . . forever” (54.18–31). However, the readers also learn that although the
Archons think that they work independently, they are really only accomplishing the will of the holy spirit. The Archons’ work will ultimately
be thwarted because “truth, which existed since the beginning, is sown
everywhere” (55.14–22). The purpose of dramatizing and retelling this
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cosmogonic myth was to help the initiates understand who they were
and what their place was in the cosmic order, and to break the cycle of
deception perpetuated by the Archons.
The last part of this point of the typology is that the sacred marriage,
or hieros gamos, takes place as a part of the ritual and pedagogic activities of the temple. In Sumer the hieros gamos represented the marriage
between Inanna—the goddess of love—and Dumuzi—the shepherd god/
king of Eridu and Eanna.71 Thus, after a vivid portrayal of lovemaking
between Inanna and Dumuzi, we read the following:
At the lap of the king, the high-standing cedar . . . ,
The plants stood high by (his) side, the grain stood high by
(his) side,
The . . . garden flourished luxuriantly by his side. (“Prosperity
in the Palace,” iii.9–11)
The hieros gamos represented for the Sumerians the continuation of
life and their ability to survive in a hostile agricultural environment.72
Therefore, it is not surprising that it became the focus of Sumerian ritual.
Samuel Kramer notes that “from the days of Šhulgi on, and perhaps even
earlier, the king of Sumer, whoever he was and whatever his capital, was
designated as the husband of Inanna, but only as Dumuzi incarnate.”73
There is pottery evidence that this marriage took place in the temple.
The Uruk Vase dates to the end of the fourth millennium BCE. According
to Jacobsen, “Its reliefs show the bride, Inanna, meeting her groom,
Dumuzi, at the gate to admit him and his servants who carry the bridal
gifts, an endless abundance of edibles of all kinds.” Behind Inanna is
“the sanctuary in her temple with its altar and sacred furniture, including vases.” He continues, “Scholars believe the Uruk Vase may once have
stood in that sanctuary.”74
There is another text that may stand as an intermediary between the
Sumerian hieros gamos and the bridal chamber in the Gospel of Philip. It
was discovered as part of the excavations at Emar, a thirteenth-century
BCE city in Syria. The text (Emar 369) describes the installation of the
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NIN.DINGIR-priestess that culminates in her marriage to the storm god,
Baal.75 The ritual celebrations take place over an approximately nine-day
period and “begin with the confirmation of a new candidate.”76 During
that time she “makes a gradual transition from the household of her
father” to that of the storm god.77 This transition involves a period of
sanctification, two anointings, numerous sacrifices and the associated
banquets, and an enthronement ceremony. Twice during this period the
priestess makes the journey from her father’s house to the temple, only
to return again at night.78 “Only on the last day does the ‘wedding begin.’”
It begins with the sacrifice of two sheep and a meal in the temple. When
the priestess leaves her father’s house, her head is covered “as a bride with
a colorful sash” and “her two maids will embrace her as a bride.”79 On
route to the temple, a number of sacrifices are performed at various minor
temples, and then the city elders give to her a fine garment, a bed with an
Akkadian blanket, a chair, and a footstool.80 The final act is the washing
of the priestess’s feet before she “will ascend to her bed and lie down.”81
There are two things about his text that are interesting for our discussion. First, the priestess comes to the temple twice before she can
take up residence there. In other words, temple attendance is not always
equivalent with claiming a permanent residence in God’s presence.
Initially temple attendance is preparatory, rather than the culminating
ritual experience. Part of those preparations includes washings, anointings, and sacred meals. Second, there is no evidence that this marriage is
linked with fertility, as it was in Sumer. There is no mention of a surrogate
marriage partner, and there is no indication that any ritual sexual activity
takes place as part of this marriage. Instead the emphasis of the ritual is
one of transition: the priestess leaving behind her earthly home to order
to take up residence in the presence of God.
Although there is no direct evidence that ritual marriages similar
to those we discussed in Sumer or Emar were ever performed in the
Jerusalem temple, there is some indirect evidence of a hieros gamos
within Judaism. The Psalmist compares God’s glory to a “bridegroom
coming from his wedding chamber (huppāh)” (Psalm 19:5; author’s translation; 19:6 in the Hebrew Bible). Isaiah compares the garments of God’s
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salvation to bridal clothes (Isaiah 61:10). Likewise, the covenant that
God makes with his people is often depicted with very specific bridal
imagery.82 Jeremiah (2:2), Ezekiel (16), and Hosea (1–3; especially 3:16–20)
all compare the house of Israel to Jehovah’s betrothed. Ezekiel’s language,
in particular, would fit well in a ritual context. In addition, both Rabbinic
and Christian writers have traditionally understood the Song of Solomon
to be an allegory for a divine marriage rite.83
But we cannot overlook the significance that the Gospel of Philip
makes a very specific connection and identifies not the temple per se
but the Holy of Holies as the bridal chamber.84 However, there are some
significant points of contact between the earlier rituals and what we find
in the Gospel of Philip. For example, the Gospel of Philip’s bridal chamber
also functions to help initiates to survive in a hostile environment created by the Demiurge and his Archons. But unlike the Sumerian ritual,
its purpose is to ensure not life in this world but life in the Pleroma.
Mesopotamian religion did not have a developed view of an afterlife, and
immortality was reserved for the gods.85 The Gospel of Philip’s concept
of the bridal chamber could not have developed in a Mesopotamian religious milieu. It needed the introduction of Plato’s concept of the eternal
nature of the soul (Phaedrus 245c) that becomes trapped in a mortal
body (Phaedrus 250c)86 but can be released at death to return and “dwell
among the gods” (Phaedo 69c). The value of the Emar text is that it suggests that it was possible, even in the Near East, to conceive of a ritual
union with divinity outside the realm of sexual acts. So in this point the
Gospel of Philip seems to have reworked the Near Eastern connection
between the hieros gamos and the temple to include the Platonic notion
of the soul and its journey back to the Pleroma.
Ninth, “the temple is associated with the realm of the dead, the underworld, the afterlife, the grave. . . . The unifying principle between temple
and tomb is the resurrection. . . . The temple is the link between this world
and the next.” This link is an important concept for our temple passage
and the Gospel of Philip. We learn that the first of the three shrines mentioned is called the holy, and it faces the underworld. It is also the symbol
of baptism that, we are told, leads to the resurrection and the redemption.
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Whereas redemption is part of the immediate discussion, resurrection picks up on earlier passages and also anticipates others that follow.
For instance, later we learn that resurrection is part of the package one
receives in the bridal chamber when a person is anointed (74.18–22). The
Valentinians certainly recognized the resurrection to be an important
link between this world and the next, although they understood it in very
different terms than other Christians (see 53.29–35). Rather than it being
a state that is acquired after death, it is something that Valentinians must
attain in this life if they are to return to the Pleroma. “Those who say they
will die first and then rise are in error. If they do not receive the resurrection while they live, when they die they will receive nothing” (73.1–4;
see also 56.24–34). Further, “while we are in this world it is fitting for us
to acquire the resurrection, so that when we strip off the flesh we may be
found in rest and not walk in the middle. For many go astray” (66.16–21).
It is precisely this realized eschatology that accounts for what Wilson
deems to be an inconsistency within the Gospel of Philip.87 On the one
hand we read that “some are afraid lest they rise naked. Because of this
they wish to rise in the flesh, and [they] do not know that it is those
who wear the [flesh] who are naked. [It is] those who [. . .] to unclothe
themselves who are not naked. ‘Flesh [and blood shall] not inherit the
kingdom [of God]’ (1 Corinthians 15:50).” This passage seems to be a
polemic against those Christians who believed in a physical resurrection.
But another passage in the Gospel of Philip reads: “I find fault with the
others who say that it will not rise. Then both of them are at fault. You say
that the flesh will not rise. But tell me what will rise, that we may honor
you. You say the spirit in the flesh, and it is also this light in the flesh.
[But] this too is matter which is in the flesh, for whatever you shall say,
you say nothing outside the flesh. It is necessary to rise in this flesh, since
everything exists in it” (57.9–19). Michael Williams has shown that it is
precisely the Valentinian belief that the resurrection must take place in
this world that requires that it takes place in the body, even though ultimately, when the person leaves this world and passes back to the Pleroma,
they will become freed of the flesh.88 Thus we see that the resurrection
was a pivotal connection between this world and the next.
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Tenth, “sacral, communal meals are carried out in connection with
the temple ritual, often at the conclusion of or during a covenant ceremony.” We know that at least some Valentinians participated in sacred
meals because of a text known as the “bridal chamber inscription.” It talks
of a “hunger for [ban]quets” in connection with the bridal chamber.89 In
the Gospel of Philip, the sacred meal is the Eucharist. It is part of the five
mysteries mentioned in 67.27–30, and, if Schenke is correct, its practice
is associated with the temple as part of the redemption.90 The Eucharist
consisted of bread that Christ brought from heaven (55.6–14) and a mixture of water and wine (75.14–17). As with other Christians, the emblems
of the Eucharist are Jesus’ flesh and blood (56.32–57.5; see also John 6:53).
The purpose of the Eucharist is to receive Jesus’ word and the Holy Spirit
(57.6–7). The process is variously described as receiving clothing (57.8)
and “receiv[ing] for ourselves the perfect man” (75.14–21).
The Gospel of Philip makes it clear, however, that the power of
the Eucharist is only available to those who are pure. “The pure man
is completely pure,91 down to his very body. For if he has taken the
bread, he will purify it. Or the cup or anything else that he gets, he will
purify. Then how will he not purify the body also?” (77.2–7; author’s
translation). In what appears to be a polemic against other Christian
Eucharistic practices, we read the following story, immediately preceding mention of the Eucharist. “An ass which turns a millstone did a
hundred miles of walking. When it was loosed it found that it was still
at the same place. There are men who make many journeys, but make
no progress towards any destination. When evening came upon them,
they saw neither city nor village, neither human artifact nor natural
phenomenon, power nor angel. In vain have the wretches labored. The
eucharist is Jesus” (63.11–21).92 Perhaps part of the problem of the other
Christians is that they practice the Eucharist but do not go any further.
The Gospel of Philip also teaches that, as important as the “bread and
the cup and the oil (i.e. chrism)” are, “there is another one superior to
these” (74.36–75.2). This superior sacrament, in the Gospel of Philip,
strongly points to the bridal chamber. Thus Jorunn Buckley concludes,
“It seems safe to say that the eucharist here is connected to the bridal
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chamber ritual, and I suggest that the former may be a prerequisite for
the latter.”93
Eleventh, “God’s word is revealed in the temple, usually in the holy
of holies, to priests or prophets attached to the temple or to the religious
system that it represents.” The acquisition of knowledge is fundamentally important in Gnostic circles, and this is certainly the case in the
Gospel of Philip. “Ignorance is the mother of [all evil]” (83.30–31), but,
conversely, “he who has knowledge of the truth is a free man” and “does
not sin” (77.15–17; cf. 84.10–13). Knowledge is one of four essential elements—faith, hope, love, and knowledge—that enable people to develop.
“Faith is our earth, that in which we take root. [And] hope is the water
through which we are nourished. Love is the wind through which we
grow. Knowledge then is the light through which we [ripen]” (79.18–30).
The Gospel of Philip is also clear, however, that knowledge is not for everyone. “There are many animals in the world which are in human form.
When [God] identifies them, to the swine he will throw acorns, to the
cattle he will throw barley and chaff and grass, to the dogs he will throw
bones. To the slaves he will give only the elementary lessons, to the children he will give the complete instruction” (81.7–14). The place where
the children receive the complete instruction is the Holy of Holies in the
temple. We have noted earlier the importance of the tearing of the temple
veil for the initiates’ successive ascension into heaven. In this part of the
typology, the tearing of the veil designates that initiates have access to
the Holy of Holies, where “the perfect things have opened to us, together
with the hidden things of truth. The holies of the holies were revealed,
and the bridal chamber invited us in” (85.18–21). The last two sentences
in the Gospel of Philip best summarize its overall message: “The world
has become the eternal realm (aeon), for the eternal realm is fullness for
him (i.e., the son of the bridal chamber). This is the way it is: it is revealed
to him alone, not hidden in the darkness and the night, but hidden in a
perfect day and a holy light” (86.13–18).
Twelfth, “the temple is a place of sacrifice.” This element signified
to would-be initiates that temple worship was not without cost. In the
Gospel of Philip, this aspect is highlighted in 69.14–15 when the author
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identifies the temple as the “three shrines specifically for sacrifice in
Jerusalem.” But it is clear from the larger text that the Valentinians
did not understand the shrines for sacrifice in the same sense that the
Israelites did. The sacrifice of animals that the Israelites performed was
not salvific; it was merely an offering to the powers. In contrast, “if man is
[saved, there will not] be any sacrifices” (54.31–35). But the Valentinians
did believe in sacrifice, as is evidenced in the following passage: “God
is a man-eater. For this reason men are [sacrificed] to him. Before men
were sacrificed animals were sacrificed, since those to whom they were
sacrificed were not gods” (62.35–63.4). This passage does not mean that
Valentinians participated in human sacrifice. Instead it refers to sacrificing the things that tie them to this world, particularly to the body
(56.26–30). “Those who are exalted above the world are indissoluble,
eternal” (53.21–23). In this context, we should probably understand
the three shrines of sacrifice in Jerusalem to represent acts symbolic
of how the initiate is sacrificed. The Gospel of Philip does not specifically elaborate on this, but there may be some clues for baptism and the
bridal chamber within the larger text. Since we know so little about the
Valentinian concept of the Redemption, it is difficult to even speculate
about what sacrifice may have been associated with it.
In Pauline theology, baptism represents a spiritual death (see
Romans 6:3–6). It is significant that the Gospel of Philip identifies the
first shrine as facing west, which direction, in many ancient societies,
was associated with death. The baptismal sacrifice seems to be equivalent to dying to the things of the world (see also 78.20–24). Later in the
Gospel of Philip we read, “By perfecting the water of baptism, Jesus emptied it of death. Thus we go down into the water, but we do not go down
into death in order that we may not be poured out into the spirit of the
world. When that spirit blows, it brings the winter (i.e., death). When the
holy spirit breathes, the summer (i.e., life) comes” (77.7–15). The most
prominent symbol of the world in Valentinian Gnosticism is the material
body. Perhaps the sacrifice here represents a willingness to sacrifice “a
contemptible body” in the resurrection, which some people were afraid
of doing (56.24–33).
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The third shrine of sacrifice is the bridal chamber. It is significant
that this shrine faces east, which direction was the symbol of new life.
For Valentinians, new life was only ultimately achieved as the individual
reunited with his or her image and thus overcame the effect of Adam and
Eve’s separation (68.22–26). This reunion was the very reason that Christ
came to earth, and it could be a lasting union only if it occurred in the
bridal chamber (70.9–20). It seems to me that the sacrifice most fitting
in this scenario is the sacrifice of all other unions except with the angels
who are the initiates’ images (58.10–14). It is only then that the individual
becomes whole again and is ready to return to the Pleroma. It is certainly
possible that some Valentinians entered into sexual marriages,94 but once
they entered this stage of the initiation, marriage had a very different
connotation than it did in the world (76.6–9).
Thirteenth, “the temple and its ritual are enshrouded in secrecy. This
secrecy relates to the sacredness of the temple precinct and the strict
division in ancient times between sacred and profane space.” We have
already noted that the Gospel of Philip excludes certain groups from the
bridal chamber and repeatedly designates it as a mystery. In regards to
the temple symbolism, we should also recall that baptism and redemption were also included under the same label of “mystery” in 67.28–30.
Throughout the Gospel of Philip the author repeatedly stresses that there
is a definite distinction between that which is revealed and that which is
hidden. Unless a person embarks upon the initiatory journey where the
things dealing with the sacred realm are revealed to him or her, the truths
remain hidden (82.30–83.8; 84.20–23; 85.19–21).
Most of the remaining points in the typology deal with the political
legitimization that the temple gives to the state. Given the Valentinian
belief that the material world was created and maintained by the
Demiurge and his Archons, it is hardly surprising that we do not find
evidence of these points in the Gospel of Philip. For all of the scholarly
discussion surrounding the make-up and function of the Gospel of Philip,
no one, as far as I am aware, has published any analysis that considered
its function as a temple text.95
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Conclusion
Let me be clear here: I am not suggesting that the Valentinians built
temples in the same sense that Solomon, Herod, or the devotees of Isis
did. I am suggesting, however, that they understood a process of initiation that encouraged individuals to leave behind the profane world
and enter into the realm of the sacred. Where those ritual initiations
might have taken place is unclear, although Irenaeus does mention that
some of the Valentinians “prepare a bridal chamber” (numphōna; Against
Heresies 1.21.3).96 Unfortunately, Irenaeus passes over this description
without further comment or explanation, probably because as an outsider
he did not associate any significance with it. In addition, the Latin word
translated as “prepare” is adaptant, a cognate of the English “adapt.” The
verb used in the Greek text, kataskeuazō, conveys the sense of “fully furnishing,” or even “building.” Why and how did the Valentinians “adapt”
a room for the rituals? What kind of furnishings did they use? Did they
actually build special rooms for the ceremony, or were rooms specifically
remodeled? If the latter, were the rooms maintained solely for the rituals,
or could the Valentinians use the room for the ritual and then return it
to more normal use? Unfortunately, Irenaeus leaves all of these questions
unanswered, and the Gospel of Philip provides no additional clues. But
the rituals would have had to be performed somewhere that was viewed
as being tied, at least symbolically, to the Jerusalem temple. Even though
the temple was destroyed in 70 CE, the ideal of the temple continued to
live on within the Christian matrix.97
I am also arguing that the Gospel of Philip may have been a text
used to help ritually guide Valentinian initiates through the transition
between the profane world in which they found themselves and the ultimate sacred space of the Pleroma. Modern uninitiated readers may read
the text and only see discontinuities in it, but the catch words that Wilson
and Ménard saw recurring in the document may have facilitated its ritual
use. If this is true, then what seems to modern readers to be a disjointed
text could have made perfect sense to the initiates, especially when it was
read as part of a larger ritual context. Modern Latter-day Saint temple
patrons can resonate with this idea when they consider that participation
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in the temple experience can help them to see and understand concepts
and teachings in the scriptures when viewed through a temple lens.
The purpose of the Gospel of Philip and, by extension, all ritual or
temple texts, is to facilitate the reception of knowledge (gnosis), so that
initiates can see things differently from their worldly perspective. Thus
an important part of ritual is to enable initiates to see things from a
higher perspective, to understand and view their origin and their raison
d’être through the lens of eternity. Just as the Gospel of Philip teaches
that Jesus made the disciples great so that they could “see him in his
greatness” (58.8–10)—that is, gain an eternal perspective of him—so also
could the Gospel of Philip as a temple text make the initiates “great” or
transformed so they could better understand who they were and what
were their eternal possibilities (61.32–35). Thus, ritual texts such as the
Gospel of Philip are about perspective, a perspective that is not available to everyone. Rather, it is reserved for those who pay the price to be
initiated into a higher realm of existence. According to the Gospel of
Philip, “Truth, which existed since the beginning, is sown everywhere.
And many see it being sown, but few there are who see [truth] being
reaped” (55.19–22).
The value that I see for Latter-day Saints studying the Gospel of
Philip is not just that it provides insights into how some early Christians
understood and practiced the Christian message, as important as that is.
I would suggest that it can also help us better understand our own ritual
experience. Understanding why the Jerusalem temple was so important
to the Valentinian Christians, even though it had been destroyed, can
help us to appreciate the value of having temples so readily available to
us. Although the Valentinian interpretation may be different than that
of the Latter-day Saints, the Gospel of Philip’s teachings and emphases
on the sacred and profane, the successive ascension toward heaven, the
clothing, washing and anointing, marriage, and sacrifices can help us better appreciate some of the architectural and ritual aspects of our temple
experience and help us more clearly see them as part of our personal
ritual ascension into the presence of God.
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